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Abstract

Recent research has revealed that interdisciplinary work combining 
archaeological and heritage practice continues to be limited by enduring 
ƲȐȐȚǶȊȗǡǽǷȐ৹ȐǋȊƲȍƲȗǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȗΒǽ৹ϯǋǱǇȐा৹bȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷƲǱ৹ȐȗȍȚǁȗȚȍǋȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǡǷȐȗǡȗȚȗǡǽǷƲǱ৹
ǀƲȍȍǡǋȍȐ৹ǶƲǯǋ৹ǡȗ৹ǇǡϩǁȚǱȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǀȍǋƲǯ৹ƲΒƲΘ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹ǋΗȊǋǁȗǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ǽȍǇǋȍ৹ȗǽ৹ǋΗȊǱǽȍǋ৹
what is possible in what archaeologists and heritage practitioners ‘do’. Though 
archaeologists play an integral role in the discovery and interpretation of the 
past—providing the foundation for the heritage-making process, there is often 
Ʋ৹ǘƲȊ৹ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐǁǡǋǷȗǡϯǁ৹ǇǡȐȐǋǶǡǷƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹
ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǁǽǶǶȚǷǡǁƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹ƲȐ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋा৹sǋ৹ȗǞǋȍǋǗǽȍǋ৹
position storytelling as a key to bridging the divide between archaeological 
ƲǷǇ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ȊȍƲǁȗǡǁǋा৹HϦǋȍǡǷǘ৹ȊǋȍȐȊǋǁȗǡΑǋȐ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹
practices in Sweden, we argue that a renewed focus on storytelling creates 
more dynamic and collaborative pathways to interpret, communicate and 
experience archaeological heritagescapes.

Excavation to Storytelling: Perspectives from 
Archaeological Heritagescapes in Sweden
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Introduction

During the late 1990s and early 2000s, a rise in storytelling and other creative 
ȍǋȊȍǋȐǋǷȗƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ȊǋȍǗǽȍǶƲǷǁǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹ ǁǞƲǱǱǋǷǘǋǇ৹ ȗǞǋ৹
inward-looking and inaccessible 'old ways' of archaeology (Deetz 1998; Little 
2002; Pluciennik 1999; Praetzellis 1998). Archaeologists were criticised for 
ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ঐȗǞǡǷǘΘ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ॲ<ǋǷǷǋǇΘ৹ࡳࡱࡱࡳश৹ΗǡǡǡॳঀȊǽȐȐǋȐȐǡǷǘ৹ƲǱǱ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǶȊǱǋΗ৹ȐǯǡǱǱȐ৹
of excavation, analysis and publication, yet lacking the ability to highlight the 
ǁǽǷȗǋǶȊǽȍƲȍΘ৹ȐǡǘǷǡϯǁƲǷǁǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹ǡǷ৹Ʋ৹ǁǽǶȊǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹ΒƲΘ৹ॲ$ƲǘƲǷ৹ॄࡳࡱࡱࡳ৹
Silberman 2008). As archaeology occupies the space between a humanistic 
and ‘hard’ science approach, however, straying too far from traditional 
pathways of producing archaeological knowledge can strip archaeology of its 
perceived rigour and credibility (Perry 2018). Therefore, innovative narrative 
production and performative approaches to access and enliven the past 
ǁǽǷȗǡǷȚǋ৹ȗǽ৹ȗƲǯǋ৹ȊǱƲǁǋ৹ȊȍǋǇǽǶǡǷƲǷȗǱΘ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ϯǋǱǇ৹ॲ�ȚȍǱǡǷǘƲǶǋ৹ॄࡱࡳࡱࡳ৹
Katifori et al. 2020; Moscardo 2017, 2020; Paardekooper 2019; Servidio and 
XȚϦǽǱǽ৹ࡷࡲࡱࡳॳा৹bǞǡȐ৹ǶǋƲǷȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΒǞǡǱǋ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘΘ৹ȍǋǶƲǡǷȐ৹Ʋ৹ǯǋΘ৹ȍǋȐǽȚȍǁǋ৹ǡǷ৹
developing narratives of the past, new pathways to interpret, communicate 
ƲǷǇ৹ ǋǷǁǽȚǷȗǋȍ৹ ȗǞǋȐǋ৹ ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹ ȗΘȊǡǁƲǱǱΘ৹ ǋǶǋȍǘǋ৹ ǀǋΘǽǷǇ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ȐǁǽȊǋ৹ ǽǗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹
archaeological process (Perry 2018). 

This division is further exacerbated by enduring preservationist narratives 
and performativity-laden assumptions of what archaeologists ‘do’ (Perry 
2019; Petersson et al. 2020), as well as a lack of knowledge-sharing and 
interdisciplinary approaches that highlight the role archaeologists play in 
ȚǷǁǽΑǋȍǡǷǘष৹ ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗǡǷǘ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ǁǽǶǶȚǷǡǁƲȗǡǷǘ৹ ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹ Ƕǽȍǋ৹ ǀȍǽƲǇǱΘ৹
as heritage (Carman and Sørensen 2009; Perry 2018). Archaeological and 
heritage work must therefore break away from the perception that they are 
mutually exclusive (i.e., when archaeological work ends, heritage work begins) 
ȗǽ৹ǞǡǘǞǱǡǘǞȗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ΑǡȗƲǱ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȍǋǁȚȍȍǡǷǘ৹ȍǽǱǋ৹ǀǽȗǞ৹ϯǋǱǇȐ৹ȊǱƲΘ৹ ǡǷ৹ȊǡǋǁǡǷǘ৹ȗǽǘǋȗǞǋȍ৹
and communicating the story of a landscape that is constantly renegotiated 
and reinterpreted over time.

To promote a more interdisciplinary perspective, we position storytelling 
as a vital steppingstone connecting archaeological and heritage-making 
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practices. Reviewing recent applications and interrogations of storytelling as a 
ǶǋȗǞǽǇ৹ǽǗ৹ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷ৹ƲȐ৹ΒǋǱǱ৹ƲȐ৹Ʋ৹ȗǽǽǱ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁǡȊƲȗǽȍΘ৹ȍǋȐǋƲȍǁǞष৹Βǋ৹ȍǋϲǋǁȗ৹
ǽǷ৹ǽȚȍ৹ǽΒǷ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋȐ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ϯǋǱǇȐ৹ǡǷ৹[ΒǋǇǋǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹
propose three possible collaborative pathways to help bridge the Archaeology-
Heritage Divide: 

1. Highlighting the potential impacts of the archaeological process in a 
contemporary context; 

2. Ensuring a more nuanced representation of the landscape’s history 
and shifting values over time; and 

3. $ǽȐȗǋȍǡǷǘ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ƲϦǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǋǶǽȗǡǽǷƲǱ৹ΑǡȐǡȗǽȍ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋȐा৹

�ǋϯǷǡǷǘ৹[ȗǽȍΘȗǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹

Recent research has revealed that storytelling helps to reach out to the 
public, explore more nuanced characteristics of past societies and engage 
with landscapes of the past and present in ways that might otherwise be 
overlooked through conventional methods of analysis (Abd el-Gawad and 
Stevenson 2021; Burlingame 2019; Van Dyke and Bernbeck 2015). However, 
Bogdanova and Soneryd (2021) argue that the term ‘storytelling’ is ambiguous 
ƲǷǇ৹ǱǋƲǇȐ৹ȗǽ৹Ʋ৹ǱƲǁǯ৹ǽǗ৹ȚǷǇǋȍȐȗƲǷǇǡǷǘ৹ǽǗ৹ǡȗȐ৹ǇǡϦǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȚȐǋȐष৹ȗǞȚȐ৹ǁǽǷȗȍǡǀȚȗǡǷǘ৹ȗǽ৹
ȗǞǋ৹ǘƲȊȐ৹ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘΘष৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊȚǀǱǡǁा৹sǋ৹ȗǞǋȍǋǗǽȍǋ৹ǀǋǘǡǷ৹ǽȚȍ৹
ǇǡȐǁȚȐȐǡǽǷ৹ǀΘ৹ǇǋϯǷǡǷǘ৹ȐȗǽȍΘȗǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ȗΒǽ৹ƲȊȊǱǡǁƲȗǡǽǷȐश৹ƲȐ৹Ʋ৹ǶǋȗǞǽǇ৹ǽǗ৹
ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲȐ৹Ʋ৹ȗǽǽǱ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁǡȊƲȗǽȍΘ৹ȍǋȐǋƲȍǁǞा৹sǞǡǱǋ৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹ȐȗȍƲȗǋǘǡǋȐ৹
often overlap or are applied in tandem, it is important to distinguish them 
ǗȍǽǶ৹ ǽǷǋ৹ ƲǷǽȗǞǋȍ৹ ȗǽ৹ ǡǇǋǷȗǡǗΘ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǀƲȍȍǡǋȍȐ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ ǋǶǋȍǘǋ৹ ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ ǇǡϦǋȍǋǷȗ৹
approaches and how they might help to bridge the gap between archaeological 
and heritage work.  

Storytelling as a Method of Interpretation

Though recent collaborative projects have highlighted the need to involve 
archaeologists more in heritage-making practices (Kajda et al. 2018; Perry 
2018, 2019; Petersson et al. 2020), the gap between archaeology and the 
ȊȚǀǱǡǁ৹ǡȐ৹ȗΘȊǡǁƲǱǱΘ৹ϯǱǱǋǇ৹ǀΘ৹ঐǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷ৹ȐȊǋǁǡƲǱǡȐȗȐ৹ॲ=ǡȊǋ৹ࡳࡱࡱࡳश৹ࡶࡳॳ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹
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ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ϯǋǱǇा৹�Ȑ৹UǋȍȍΘ৹ǞƲȐ৹ǷǽȗǋǇष৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘΘष৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷ৹
is often sidelined because archaeologists tend to lack the necessary skills, it is 
ȊǱƲǁǋǇ৹Ʋȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋǷǇ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǱǡǷǋƲȍ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ΒǽȍǯϲǽΒ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ǡȐ৹Ʋ৹ǘǋǷǋȍƲǱ৹
ǱƲǁǯ৹ǽǗ৹ƲȊȊȍǋǁǡƲȗǡǽǷ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΑƲǱȚǋȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǀǋǷǋϯȗȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋǶǋȍǘǋ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ǡǷǁǱȚǇǡǷǘ৹
it earlier in the archaeological process (2018). Storytelling is therefore seen as 
the work of interpretation specialists to develop a coherent and concise story 
ǽȚȗ৹ǽǗ৹Ʋ৹ǗȍƲǘǶǋǷȗǋǇ৹ȊƲȐȗ৹ǡǷ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ȊǋȍȐȚƲȐǡΑǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǋϦǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ΒƲΘȐा৹/Ƿ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ȐǋǷȐǋष৹
interpretive storytelling is a form of imaginative history—a “complex cultural 
narrative about how a place or particular type of landscape is perceived 
ƲǷǇ৹ȊǡǁȗȚȍǋǇ৹ ॲBƲǡȗǱƲǷǇ৹ࡳࡲࡱࡳश৹ࡶࡷॳा৹yǋȗष৹ΒǞǋǷ৹ǇǋΑǋǱǽȊǡǷǘ৹ ǡǶǶǋȍȐǡΑǋ৹ǽȍ৹ ȍǋঃ
enactment experiences that rely heavily on imagining past realities, stories that 
delve too far into the ‘imaginative’ realm can also be perceived as trivial and 
unserious (Polleta et al. 2011). For example, they can “obscure rather than 
ǡǱǱȚǶǡǷƲȗǋ৹ȊƲȐȗ৹ȍǋƲǱǡȗǡǋȐ৹ॲ=ǋΒǡȐ৹ࡱࡱࡱࡳश৹ࡹॳष৹ǁƲȚȐǡǷǘ৹ঐǁǽǷǗȚȐǡǽǷ৹ǽΑǋȍ৹ΒǞǋȍǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹
ȊȍǡǶƲȍΘ৹ȐǽȚȍǁǋ৹ǋǷǇȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡȐȗওȐ৹ǡǶƲǘǡǷƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǀǋǘǡǷȐ৹ॲBǁ<ǋǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹
Galle 2000: 14). Particularly in heritage sites that remain largely unexcavated, 
stories built from fragmented pasts also run the risk of having a dominant—
yet incomplete—narrative obscure the true depth of a landscape’s history 
ॲ=ǽΒǋǷȗǞƲǱ৹ ॳा৹ࡶࡹࡺࡲ �ϦǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷ৹ ȗǞǋȍǋǗǽȍǋ৹ ȍǋȌȚǡȍǋȐ৹ Ʋ৹ Ƕǽȍǋ৹
careful, critical approach that recognises the manipulable nature of stories 
(Burlingame 2020; Daugbjerg 2017; Modlin et al. 2011; Konzack 2017) while 
aiming to support learning, change attitudes and foster deeper connections 
to the past and present landscape (Moscardo 2008). It is therefore vital that 
archaeologists play a more active role in the interpretation and experience 
of archaeological landscapes through which storytelling becomes a method 
of interpreting the past as well as a pathway to more collaborative work in 
communicating archaeological results as heritage.

Storytelling as a Tool for Participatory Research

Interpreting and communicating the history and value of a landscape in 
a contemporary context has traditionally emerged from expert opinion—or 
what Smith has called the ‘Authorised Heritage Discourse’ (2006). However, 
recent research has emphasised the need to engage with a wider range of voices 
ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ǇǡϦǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǶǋȗǞǽǇȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁǡȊƲȗǽȍΘ৹ȐȗǽȍΘȗǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹ॲ�ǀǇ৹ǋǱঃ%ƲΒƲǇ৹ƲǷǇ৹
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Stevenson 2021; Bulkens et al. 2015; Kamali 2013; Sesma 2021). Through this 
approach, the public is invited to express opinions, concerns and attitudes—
highlighting local knowledge and the lived experiences and contemporary 
values of local communities and others connected to the landscape. A large 
survey conducted through the NEARCH project on public perceptions 
of archaeology and heritage across Europe, highlights the public’s desire 
to be more involved in the archaeological process, particularly through 
meeting archaeologists at local excavations, participating in excavations and 
contributing to archaeological decision-making (Kajda et al. 2018). However, 
the study concludes that not enough is being done to increase public 
ȊƲȍȗǡǁǡȊƲȗǡǽǷष৹ȐȊǋǁǡϯǁƲǱǱΘ৹ǡǇǋǷȗǡǗΘǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǷǋǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǋǷǘƲǘǋ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ΘǽȚǷǘǋȍ৹
generations and people in lower socio-economic categories (Kajda et al. 2018). 

Archaeologists are therefore increasingly encouraged to consider their own 
role in engaging with these dimensions and communicating their work more 
ǋϦǋǁȗǡΑǋǱΘ৹ॲ<ƲǬǇƲ৹ǋȗ৹ƲǱा৹ࡹࡲࡱࡳॳा৹,ǽΒǋΑǋȍष৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹ǋϦǽȍȗȐ৹ǽǗȗǋǷ৹ȍǋǶƲǡǷ৹ǱǡǶǡȗǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹
scope and participation as public or ‘local’ knowledge does not always imply 
a profound connection to the landscape or heritage in question and can 
lead to the perpetuation of exclusionary hegemonic narratives (Bogdanova 
ƲǷǇ৹[ǽǷǋȍΘǇ৹ॄࡲࡳࡱࡳ৹bǽǱǡƲঃ<ǋǱǱΘ৹ ॳा৹ࡶࡱࡱࡳ৹sƲȗǋȍȗǽǷ৹ॄࡸࡱࡱࡳ /Ƿ৹ ƲǷ৹ ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹
ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗष৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁǡȊƲȗǽȍΘ৹ƲȊȊȍǽƲǁǞǋȐ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁȚǱƲȍǱΘ৹ǇǡϩǁȚǱȗ৹ȗǽ৹ȊȚȍȐȚǋ৹ǇȚǋ৹
to limited resources and the fragile nature of archaeological work. Moreover, 
ȊȍǋǇǽǶǡǷƲǷȗǱΘ৹ ǡǷ৹ ǷǽǷঃsǋȐȗǋȍǷ৹ ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗȐष৹ ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ ǡȐ৹ Ʋ৹ ȗǋǷǇǋǷǁΘ৹ ȗǽ৹ ǁǽǷǷǋǁȗ৹
and cooperate with local communities through discourses of sustainable 
economic development rather than through collaborative projects of 
heritage co-creation and stewardship (Bewley and Maeer 2014; Gould 2014). 
Therefore, while employing storytelling through participatory work can be 
ƲǷ৹ǋϦǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ȐȗȍƲȗǋǘΘ৹ȗǽ৹ǋǷǁǽȚȍƲǘǋ৹ǁǽǱǱƲǀǽȍƲȗǡΑǋ৹ǋϦǽȍȗȐ৹ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡȐȗȐष৹
heritage practitioners, local communities and other relevant stakeholders, 
such initiatives require more careful and critical layers of analysis to highlight 
strengths and recognise limitations.
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Storytelling in Swedish Archaeological and Heritage-Making Practice

Swedish archaeology has previously been characterised by narrow 
perspectives and factual presentations laden with academic jargon, primarily 
circulated within a small internal community of professional archaeologists 
(Ersgård 2006). However, an increased consideration of cultural heritage 
management perspectives has emphasised public outreach, dissemination 
of knowledge relevant to present society and the use of storytelling within 
participatory planning practices (Gill 2008; RAÄ 2008). Since most 
ǋΗǁƲΑƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ Ʋȍǋ৹ ǡǷ৹ ȐǽǶǋ৹ΒƲΘ৹ ȊȚǀǱǡǁǱΘ৹ ϯǷƲǷǁǋǇ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ȗǞǋȍǋǀΘ৹ ǁǽǷǷǋǁȗǋǇ৹ ȗǽ৹ Ʋ৹
national heritage discourse, all citizens are encouraged to take part in, and 
ǀǋǷǋϯȗ৹ǗȍǽǶष৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘΘ৹ȊȍǽǇȚǁǋȐ৹ॲ[He৹ࡶࡱࡱࡳॳा৹

In response to criticisms that previous models of cultural heritage 
assessment did not properly engage the public, several local county governments 
initiated a project called Kalejdoskop to evaluate local community engagement 
ƲǷǇ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ǁǽঃǁȍǋƲȗǡǽǷा৹bǞǡȐ৹ǋϦǽȍȗ৹ȍǋȐȚǱȗǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȐǋΑǋȍƲǱ৹ǯǋΘ৹ȊȚǀǱǡǁƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹
emphasise the use of storytelling in heritage-making practice (Kamali 2013; 
Länsstyrelsen 2012, 2014). However, several recent studies have pointed to the 
limitations of these approaches and that they continue to be predominantly 
expert-led (Agnidakis et al. 2018; Bogdanova and Soneryd 2021; Kajda et al. 
ॳा৹ࡺࡲࡱࡳ৹sǋǡǬǶǋȍ৹ॄࡹࡲࡱࡳ

Considering this assessment and based on our own experiences working 
ǡǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘΘ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ ϯǋǱǇȐ৹ ǡǷ৹ [ΒǋǇǋǷष৹ Βǋ৹ ƲǡǶ৹ ȗǽ৹ ȐǞǽΒ৹ ǞǽΒ৹
ǇǡϦǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǱƲΘǋȍȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȐȗǽȍΘȗǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹ǽǗȗǋǷ৹ǇǋΑǋǱǽȊ৹ǡǷ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ǡǷǗǽȍǶƲǱ৹ǋǷǁǽȚǷȗǋȍȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹
ǶƲΘ৹ǀǋ৹ ǇǡϩǁȚǱȗ৹ ȗǽ৹ ǁƲȊȗȚȍǋ৹ ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ ȗǽȊঃǇǽΒǷ৹ ƲȊȊȍǽƲǁǞǋȐा৹HȚȍ৹ ȍǋϲǋǁȗǡǽǷȐ৹
Ʋȍǋ৹ ǇȍƲΒǷ৹ ǗȍǽǶ৹ ȗΒǽ৹ ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ ȐǡȗǋȐ৹ ǡǷ৹ [ΒǋǇǋǷश৹ ȗǞǋ৹ eC�[�H৹sǽȍǱǇ৹
Heritage site of Birka on the island of Björkö outside of Stockholm, which 
ȐǋȍΑǋǇ৹ ƲȐ৹ Ʋ৹ ȐǡǘǷǡϯǁƲǷȗ৹ ȗȍƲǇǡǷǘ৹ ȐǋȗȗǱǋǶǋǷȗ৹ ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǋǡǘǞȗǞ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ǋǱǋΑǋǷȗǞ৹
centuries CE and the Iron Age ringfort of Sandby borg, dating back to the 
Migration Period (c. 400–550 CE) on the southeastern island of Öland. For 
�ǡȍǯƲष৹ǋǶȊǡȍǡǁƲǱ৹ǇƲȗƲ৹ȐȊǋǁǡϯǁƲǱǱΘ৹ǗǽǁȚȐǋǇ৹ǽǷ৹ȐȗǽȍΘȗǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹ΒƲȐ৹ǘƲȗǞǋȍǋǇ৹ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹
2016–2019 for a doctoral research project (Burlingame 2020) and for Sandby 
ǀǽȍǘष৹ ȍǋϲǋǁȗǡǽǷȐ৹ ǋǶǋȍǘǋǇ৹ ǗȍǽǶ৹ ȊƲȍȗǡǁǡȊƲȗǡǽǷ৹ ǡǷ৹ ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ ǋΗǁƲΑƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹
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between 2011–2018. sǋ৹ȊȍǋȐǋǷȗ৹ǽȚȍ৹ƲǷƲǱΘȐǡȐ৹ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ȗǞȍǋǋ৹ǶƲǡǷ৹ȊƲȗǞΒƲΘȐ৹
that developed from more ǁǽǱǱƲǀǽȍƲȗǡΑǋ৹ ǋϦǽȍȗȐ৹ ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹ ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡȐȗȐष৹
heritage practitioners and the public: highlighting the potential impacts 
of the archaeological process in a contemporary context, ensuring a more 
nuanced representation of the landscape’s history and shifting values 
ǽΑǋȍ৹ ȗǡǶǋष৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ǗǽȐȗǋȍǡǷǘ৹ Ƕǽȍǋ৹ ƲϦǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ǋǶǽȗǡǽǷƲǱ৹ ΑǡȐǡȗǽȍ৹ ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋȐा৹ 

Analysing Collaborative Pathways of  Storytelling

Case Studies 

In 2010, initial investigations at Sandby borg (see Fig.1) revealed deposits 
ǽǗ৹ ǋΗȌȚǡȐǡȗǋ৹ ϯǗȗǞ৹ ǁǋǷȗȚȍΘ৹��৹ ǬǋΒǋǱǱǋȍΘ৹ ȗȚǁǯǋǇ৹ ƲΒƲΘ৹ ǡǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ȍǋǶƲǡǷȐ৹ ǽǗ৹ ϯΑǋ৹
ǇǡϦǋȍǋǷȗ৹ ǀȚǡǱǇǡǷǘȐा৹ =ǋǇ৹ ǀΘ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǷǋƲȍǀΘ৹ <ƲǱǶƲȍ৹ �ǽȚǷȗΘ৹ BȚȐǋȚǶष৹ ǗȚȍȗǞǋȍ৹
excavations starting in 2011 uncovered the reason why these treasures were 
abandoned some 1500 years ago. Every trench that was opened contained 
human remains, pointing to a brutal massacre that left the dead and their 
ΑƲǱȚƲǀǱǋȐ৹ǋΗƲǁȗǱΘ৹ΒǞǋȍǋ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ǗǋǱǱ৹ॲ�ǱǗȐǇǽȗȗǋȍ৹ǋȗ৹ƲǱा৹ࡹࡲࡱࡳॳा৹bǞǽȚǘǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹
attracted international attention, due to a lack of funding there have been no 
further excavations since 2018. The only formal touristic component within 
the landscape today is an information kiosk, and there is a small exhibition at 
ȗǞǋ৹<ƲǱǶƲȍ৹�ǽȚǷȗΘ৹BȚȐǋȚǶ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǶƲǡǷǱƲǷǇ৹ࡶࡴ৹ǯǡǱǽǶǋȗȍǋȐ৹ƲΒƲΘा৺

Similarly, the last large-scale excavations in Birka, which uncovered only 
a fraction of the original town, occurred in the early 1990s and were only 
possible because of a large grant from Tetra Pak, a privately owned company. 
Several small university-led excavations for exploratory and educational 
purposes have occurred since then, but there are currently no plans for 
further large-scale excavations due to a lack of funding and disagreements 
between stakeholders over disturbing the archaeological landscape. Due 
to its proximity to Stockholm, however, Birka continues to be a popular 
international tourist destination during the summer months and includes a 
museum, a reconstructed village with re-enactors during certain weeks and 
guided tours around the archaeological landscape (see Fig.2). 
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1. Highlighting the Potential Impacts of the Archaeological Process in a 
Contemporary Context

XǋǁǋǷȗ৹ȍǋȐǋƲȍǁǞ৹ǞƲȐ৹ǞǡǘǞǱǡǘǞȗǋǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋǶȊǽȍƲȍΘ৹ǀǋǷǋϯȗȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȊȚǀǱǡǁ৹ǋǷ-
ǘƲǘǋǶǋǷȗ৹ǡǷ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ȊȍƲǁȗǡǁǋȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǁǽǶǶȚǷǡǁƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐष৹ǡǷǁǱȚǇ-
ing learning more about ourselves and others, establishing a sense of belonging 
and exploring how we got here and where we might be going (Holtorf 2010; 
<ƲǬǇƲ৹ǋȗ৹ƲǱा৹ࡹࡲࡱࡳॳा৺�ǋΘǽǷǇ৹ȐǡǶȊǱΘ৹ǘǽǡǷǘ৹ȗǽ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ȐǡȗǋȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǱǋƲȍǷ৹ȐǽǶǋȗǞǡǷǘष৹
visitors go to feel something (Perry 2019; Smith 2014) as well as to encounter 
the past through more hands-on, interactive experiences (Burlingame 2020, 
-ॳा৹sǞǡǱǋ৹Ǟǋȍǡȗࡸࡲࡱࡳ৹UǋȗǋȍȐȐǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹,ǽǱȗǽȍǗ৹ॄࡶࡲࡱࡳ৹:ƲǯǽǀȐǋǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹�ƲȍȍǽΒ৹ॄࡳࡳࡱࡳ
Ʋǘǋ৹Βǽȍǯ৹ǡȐ৹ǽǗȗǋǷ৹ȊǋȍǗǽȍǶǋǇ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǀǋǷǋϯȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȚǷǇǋϯǷǋǇ৹ǗȚȗȚȍǋ৹ǘǋǷǋȍƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹
(Harrison et al. 2020), storytelling in heritage studies involves communicat-
ǡǷǘ৹ǇǡϦǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǷƲȍȍƲȗǡΑǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊƲȐȗ৹ΒǞǡǱǋ৹ǋΑǽǯǡǷǘ৹ǀȍǽƲǇǋȍ৹ȗǞǽȚǘǞȗȐ৹ǽǷ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǡȗ৹
ǶǋƲǷȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹ƲǱǡΑǋ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊȍǋȐǋǷȗा৹�ǇǇǡȗǡǽǷƲǱ৹ȍǋȐǋƲȍǁǞ৹ǞƲȐ৹ȗǞǋȍǋǗǽȍǋ৹ǡǇǋǷȗǡϯǋǇ৹
the possibilities of contemporary heritage conservation in addressing a wide 
range of present-day challenges such as diversity and inclusion, sustainability 
and sustainable development and human well-being (Peters et al. 2020). How-
ever, connecting to these deeper layers of meaning during the archaeological 
ȊȍǽǁǋȐȐ৹ǁƲǷ৹ǀǋ৹Ʋ৹ǇǡϩǁȚǱȗ৹ȗƲȐǯा৹$ǽȍ৹ǋΗƲǶȊǱǋष৹ȐǽǶǋ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǁȍǡȗǡǁǡȐǋǇ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹
narratives for only looking to the past and not recognising the possibility to 
ǡǷϲȚǋǷǁǋ৹ঐǽȚȍ৹ǋȗǞǡǁȐ৹ȗǽΒƲȍǇȐष৹ƲǷǇ৹ǁƲȍǋ৹Ǘǽȍष৹ȗǞǋ৹ǞȚǶƲǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǶǽȍǋঃȗǞƲǷঃǞȚǶƲǷ৹
ΒǽȍǱǇ৹ॲ$ȍǋǇǋǷǘȍǋǷ৹ࡷࡲࡱࡳश৹ࡴࡹࡵॳ৹ǽȍ৹ȊȍǋȊƲȍǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊȚǀǱǡǁ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ঐȚǷǗƲȗǞǽǶƲǀǱǋ৹
ƲǷǇ৹ǋǷΑǡȍǽǷǶǋǷȗƲǱǱΘ৹ǁǞƲǱǱǋǷǘǋǇ৹ǗȚȗȚȍǋȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǽǶǋ৹ॲ$ȍǋǇǋǷǘȍǋǷ৹ࡹࡲࡱࡳश৹ࡲࡶॳा৹

In Sweden, public dissemination in connection to excavations typically 
ǡǷΑǽǱΑǋȐ৹ǽϦǋȍǡǷǘ৹ȐǁǞǋǇȚǱǋǇ৹ȗǽȚȍȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹Ȑǡȗǋ৹ǇȚȍǡǷǘ৹ϯǋǱǇΒǽȍǯ৹ΒǞǋȍǋ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋ-
ologists share recent discoveries. The goal is to present factual knowledge of 
past societies as illuminated by archaeology rather than emphasising the possi-
ǀǱǋ৹ΑƲǱȚǋȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋǶǋȍǘǋ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ȐǞƲȍǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡǷǗǽȍǶƲȗǡǽǷा৹HȗǞǋȍ৹ǋϦǽȍȗȐष৹ǞǽΒǋΑǋȍष৹
have highlighted the need to engage with broader audiences in a variety of 
contexts (Arnberg and Gruber 2013)—for example, through activities at local 
schools (Angelin Holmén 2013; Berger 2013; Dutra Leivas 2020). Through 
these additional outlets of dissemination, archaeology is often used as a tool 
to explore contemporary issues and to enchant and engender the historical 
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imagination (Högberg 2006; Holtorf 2007; Papmehl-Dufay 2010).  

In Sandby borg, public involvement during excavations has highlighted 
the positive impacts that emerge through visitors’ active participation in the 
archaeological process. Open tours during excavations, for example, attract 
visitors eager to meet the archaeological team and learn about the latest discov-
eries. Often bringing their own theories of what happened and why, visitors 
show a clear interest in the storytelling process. On one occasion, visitors were 
ǡǷΑǡȗǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǀȍǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ǽΒǷ৹ȐǞǽΑǋǱȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǞǋǋǱǀƲȍȍǽΒȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǞǋǱȊ৹ǀƲǁǯϯǱǱ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐǽǡǱ৹
into the trenches, and the archaeologists were completely overwhelmed by the 
interest to participate. This reveals that people are not only drawn to Sandby 
borg for its dramatic story or the adventurous possibility of witnessing a sen-
sational discovery, but also because of the ability to actively participate, wit-
ness an excavation behind the scenes and work alongside the team responsible 
for uncovering the site’s hidden mysteries. Prompted by support and interest 
from local communities, several crowdfunding campaigns were initiated for 
the excavation in 2015 (Papmehl-Dufay and Söderström 2017) and for the 
restoration of the road leading to the site in 2017. The latter initiative resulted 
in the formation of the NGO Sandby borgs vänner (Friends of Sandby borg), 
which now includes more than 500 members. The association organises activ-
ities such as excursions and open lectures, instilling a sense of shared heritage 
and encouraging active involvement and discussion in both the interpretive 
and participatory pathways of storytelling.

In many excavation settings, however, archaeologists do not have the time 
or resources to reach out to the public in a meaningful way. This is especially 
true when the excavation takes place in an established heritage site where ar-
ǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡȐȗȐ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǱǡȗȗǱǋ৹ǡǷϲȚǋǷǁǋ৹ǽΑǋȍ৹ǞǽΒ৹ȗǞǋ৹Ȑǡȗǋ৹ǡȐ৹ǋǷǁǽȚǷȗǋȍǋǇ৹ǽȍ৹ǁǽǶǶȚ-
nicated as heritage. For example, though excavations in the ‘Garrison’ area of 
�ǡȍǯƲ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋƲȍǱΘ৹ࡱࡱࡱࡳȐ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ϯǷƲǷǁǋǇ৹ǀΘ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǶȊƲǷΘ৹ȍǋȐȊǽǷȐǡǀǱǋ৹Ǘǽȍ৹�ǡȍǯƲওȐ৹
tourism, visitors were not given in-depth guided tours of the dig by the hired 
guides on-site. Instead, the tourism organisers positioned the excavation as an 
ƲǁȗǡΑǡȗΘ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹ǽǀȐǋȍΑǋǇ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹Ʋ৹ǇǡȐȗƲǷǁǋष৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȐǡǘǷǡϯǁƲǷȗ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹ǡǷǗǽȍǶǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋ৹
ȐȗǽȍΘȗǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹ȊȍǽǁǋȐȐ৹Ʋȗ৹Ʋ৹ǱƲȗǋȍ৹ȐȗƲǘǋा৺/Ƿ৹ࡷࡱࡱࡳष৹ǞǽΒǋΑǋȍष৹Ʋ৹ǘȍǽȚȊ৹ǽǗ৹ǁƲȍȊǋǷȗǋȍȐष৹
archaeologists and students were invited to build several reconstructed houses 
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to add a more ‘living’ component to the landscape outside of the protected 
ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ƲȍǋƲा৹bǞǡȐ৹ǋϦǽȍȗ৹ǘƲΑǋ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡȐȗȐ৹Ʋ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ƲǁȗǡΑǋ৹ ȍǽǱǋ৹ ǡǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹
heritage-making process and the possibility to closely interact with visitors. 

These experiences highlight several positive outcomes that are often over-
ǱǽǽǯǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǇǡȐȐǋǶǡǷƲȗǡǽǷ৹ȊȍǽǁǋȐȐा৹sǞǡǱǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗƲǁȗȚƲǱ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ȍǋȐȚǱȗȐ৹
from the excavations do inspire interest and are an important component in 
outlining the landscape’s history, the relevance for people outside of the ar-
ǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ ȐǁǡǋǷȗǡϯǁ৹ǁǽǶǶȚǷǡȗΘ৹ȊȍǋǇǽǶǡǷƲǷȗǱΘ৹ ǱǡǋȐ৹ ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲǀǡǱǡȗΘ৹ȗǽ৹ǋǶǽ-
tionally connect with events from the distant past and to actively participate 
in the process of uncovering them. Archaeologists should therefore be consid-
ered valuable interpretation specialists both during excavations and as heritage 
sites develop for tourism purposes. 

2. Ensuring a More Nuanced Representation of the Landscape’s History 
and Shifting Values Over Time 

sǡȗǞǽȚȗ৹ƲǷΘ৹ǡǷȗȍǡǷȐǡǁ৹ΑƲǱȚǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ǽΒǷष৹ȊǱƲǁǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǽǷǱΘ৹ǶƲǇǋ৹
interesting through the constantly renegotiated stories and collective mean-
ings and values attached to them over time (Smith 2006). Stories can also pro-
vide new perspectives on human-environment-object relations and interac-
tions over time (Abd el-Gawad and Stevenson 2021), helping to decipher the 
interwoven layers of meaning and memory embedded in a landscape’s shifting 
ǶƲȗǋȍǡƲǱष৹ ȐΘǶǀǽǱǡǁ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ƲϦǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ǇǡǶǋǷȐǡǽǷȐ৹ ॲ�ȚȍǱǡǷǘƲǶǋ৹ࡱࡳࡱࡳॳा৹yǋȗष৹ ǡǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹
ȍǋƲǱǶ৹ǽǗ৹ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷष৹Βǋ৹ƲȗȗǋǶȊȗ৹ȗǽ৹ϯǱǱ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǘƲȊȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊƲȐȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǁȍǋƲȗǋ৹Ʋ৹
more coherent story, and with great storytelling comes great responsibility. 

Similar to Birka, only 10% of Sandby borg has been excavated, leaving 
ǶȚǁǞ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐȗǽȍΘ৹ȚǷΒȍǡȗȗǋǷा৹bǞǋ৹ȍǡǁǞǷǋȐȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǡǷǡȗǡƲǱ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹ǡǷ৹ǁǽǶǀǡǷƲȗǡǽǷ৹
with the uncontested evidence of brutal violence and death, however, drew 
the eyes of the world to Sandby borg. Particularly in 2018, Sandby borg’s sto-
ry went viral and was covered by most of the world’s leading news agencies 
(see Daley 2018; Kennedy 2018; St. Fleur 2018). An episode of the TV series 
Ancient Mysteries (Puttock 2019) on the Smithsonian Channel also featured 
a sensationalised retelling of the massacre, replete with re-enactors in heavy 
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make-up, dramatic music, impassioned voice-overs and the occasional inter-
ǬǋǁȗǡǽǷ৹ǀΘ৹ǽǷǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡȐȗȐ৹ǽϦǋȍǡǷǘ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ǗƲǁȗঃǀƲȐǋǇ৹ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹
ƲǷǇ৹ȍǋȊȍǋȐǋǷȗƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ǽǗ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐा৹�ȍȗǡȐȗǡǁ৹ǡǷȐȗƲǱǱƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹
also emerged as the story of the site unfolds (Gill 2015; Gill et al. 2021; Mag-
nusson 2018). Glittering jewellery and brutal death have therefore inspired 
a wide range of storytelling beyond the work of the archaeological research 
ȗǋƲǶा৺However, visitors to the site can be left disappointed by the reality of 
the contemporary landscape in comparison to these dramatic retellings and 
interpretations. 

sǞǡǱǋ৹ǡǷ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ǱƲǷǇȐǁƲȊǋȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊǽȐȐǡǀǡǱǡȗǡǋȐ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ǋΗǁƲΑƲȗǡǽǷ৹ȍǋ-
main limited by various factors including a lack of funding or resistance from 
ǇǡϦǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȐȗƲǯǋǞǽǱǇǋȍȐष৹ȗǞǋ৹ΑǡȐǡȗǽȍ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋ৹ǡȐ৹ǽǗȗǋǷ৹ȚȊǇƲȗǋǇ৹ǀƲȐǋǇ৹ǽǷ৹ϯǷǇ-
ings that occur outside of ongoing excavations—particularly through more 
advanced analysis and imaging techniques. For example, a recent DNA study 
ǽǷ৹Ʋ৹qǡǯǡǷǘ৹ΒƲȍȍǡǽȍ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹Ʋ৹ǀȚȍǡƲǱ৹ ǡǷ৹�ǡȍǯƲ৹ϯȍȐȗ৹ǇǡȐǁǽΑǋȍǋǇ৹ ǡǷ৹ࡺࡹࡹࡲ৹ȍǋΑǋƲǱǋǇ৹
ȗǞƲȗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ȍǋǶƲǡǷȐ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ ƲǁȗȚƲǱǱΘ৹ ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ Ʋ৹ΒǽǶƲǷा৹bǞǋ৹ϯǷǇǡǷǘ৹ǽǗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ঐϯȍȐȗ৹
ǁǽǷϯȍǶǋǇ৹ǗǋǶƲǱǋ৹ǞǡǘǞঃȍƲǷǯǡǷǘ৹qǡǯǡǷǘ৹ΒƲȍȍǡǽȍ৹ॲ,ǋǇǋǷȐȗǡǋȍǷƲঃ:ǽǷȐǽǷ৹ǋȗ৹ƲǱा৹
ॳ৹ǁȍǋƲȗǋǇ৹Ʋ৹ϲȚȍȍΘ৹ǽǗ৹ƲȗȗǋǷȗǡǽǷ৹Ǘǽȍ৹�ǡȍǯƲष৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ǞƲȐ৹ǷǽΒ৹ȊǱƲǷǷǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ࡸࡶࡹश৹ࡸࡲࡱࡳ
create a museum exhibition dedicated to the warrior and the archaeological 
process that spanned 128 years. The ability of archaeology to continue to in-
form the storytelling process outside of excavations should therefore not be 
underestimated. 

�ȗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ȐƲǶǋ৹ ȗǡǶǋष৹ ȐǡǘǷǡϯǁƲǷȗ৹ ϯǷǇǡǷǘȐ৹ ǽȍ৹ ȍǋǁǽǷȐȗȍȚǁȗǋǇ৹ ǋǷΑǡȍǽǷǶǋǷȗȐ৹
can also overshadow other aspects of the archaeological landscape and make 
ǡȗ৹ǇǡϩǁȚǱȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǁȍǋƲȗǋ৹Ʋ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ǞǽǱǡȐȗǡǁ৹ΑǡȐǡȗǽȍ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋ৹ǗǽǁȚȐǡǷǘ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹
layers of the landscape’s history (Burlingame 2020). Advances in technology, 
for example, have allowed for more detailed and informative visualisations of 
past landscapes to aid in archaeological investigation and enhance museum 
experiences (Buckland et al. 2018; Demetrescu et al. 2020; Gunnarsson 2018, 
-ॳा৹sǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ǱƲǷǇࡷࡲࡱࡳ৹[ȚǱǱǡΑƲǷ৹ॄࡹࡲࡱࡳ৹%ȚǷǷƲȍȐȐǽǷ৹ǋȗ৹ƲǱा৹ॄࡳࡳࡱࡳ
ȐǁƲȊǋष৹ǞǽΒǋΑǋȍष৹ȐǽǶǋ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ȌȚǋȐȗǡǽǷǋǇ৹ΒǞǋȗǞǋȍ৹ΑǡȐǡȗǽȍȐ৹ǀǋǷǋϯȗ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ǞǡǘǞঃȗǋǁǞ৹
over ‘high-touch’ encounters (Burlingame 2020; Petersson et al. 2020), which 
evoke a wide range of emotions and foster a sense of ‘time travel’ (Burlingame 
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2020, 2022; Petersson and Holtorf 2017). That being said, time travel ex-
periences can also mislead visitors about what the past was actually like and 
disconnect them from the contemporary archaeological landscape (Holtorf 
2017). Involving archaeologists more in the heritage-making process can 
ȗǞǋȍǋǗǽȍǋ৹ǞǋǱȊ৹ȗǽ৹ǀƲǱƲǷǁǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǇǡϦǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǱƲΘǋȍȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ǱƲǷǇȐǁƲȊǋ৹
experience ranging from informative historical components to immersive, in-
teractive and imaginative activities. 

ȓȦȭǡȣǷȍǮॗBȓȣǡॗ�ΤǡǗȭǷ͎ǡॗǈȍǝॗ�ȌȓȭǷȓȍǈȇॗqǷȦǷȭȓȣॗ�͔ȠǡȣǷǡȍǗǡȦॗ$ॗ࢚ߝ

As the deeply emotive value of heritage has often been overlooked in ar-
chaeological work (Perry 2019; Tarlow 2012; Supernant et al. 2020), employ-
ǡǷǘ৹Ʋ৹ȐȗǽȍΘȗǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹ƲȊȊȍǽƲǁǞ৹ǁƲǷ৹ǞǋǱȊ৹ȗǽ৹ƲΒƲǯǋǷ৹ƲϦǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǋǶǽȗǡǽǷƲǱ৹ǇǡǶǋǷ-
sions of archaeological landscapes (Burlingame 2020, 2022). In both Sandby 
borg and Birka, ȗǞǋ৹ǱƲǁǯ৹ǽǗ৹ȐǡǘǷǡϯǁƲǷȗ৹ǋΗǁƲΑƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǡǷȐȗǡǱȐ৹ƲǷ৹ǋǱǋǶǋǷȗ৹ǽǗ৹ǶΘȐȗǋȍΘ৹
and wonder at what lies just below the surface, but there is a challenge in im-
parting these emotions to visitors. In most cases, archaeological landscapes do 
Ƿǽȗ৹ȐȊǋƲǯ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋǶȐǋǱΑǋȐष৹ƲǷǇ৹ǡȗ৹ǁƲǷ৹ǀǋ৹ǇǡϩǁȚǱȗ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ΑǡȐǡȗǽȍȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǋǷΑǡȐǡǽǷ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹
was once there. Even older residents living near Sandby borg, for example, 
described the place as always simply being ‘there’, and it was only through 
the excavations and accompanying media attention that they began to engage 
ǽǷ৹Ʋ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ǋǶǽȗǡǽǷƲǱष৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐǽǶǋȗǡǶǋȐ৹ƲǷǁǋȐȗȍƲǱष৹ǱǋΑǋǱ৹ॲsǽǱǱǋǷȗΝ৹ࡸࡲࡱࡳॳा৹/Ƿ৹�ǡȍ-
ka, visitors  expressed a lack of emotional engagement with the history of the 
landscape, describing it as “a countryside littered with animal poop and a lot 
ǽǗ৹ǀȚȍǡƲǱ৹ǶǽȚǷǇȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ঐǋǶȊȗΘ৹ϯǋǱǇȐ৹ॲǡǷ৹�ȚȍǱǡǷǘƲǶǋ৹ࡱࡳࡱࡳश৹ࡵࡶࡲॳा৹

To bring more life to the ‘dead’ landscape (Burlingame 2020), guides and 
re-enactors are therefore challenged to convey the history in more compelling 
ways. As one visitor to Birka noted, “Seeing the burial grounds while [the 
tour guide] explained the historical stories surrounding them was quite the 
ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋह৹ॲǡǷ৹�ȚȍǱǡǷǘƲǶǋ৹ࡱࡳࡱࡳश৹ࡵࡶࡲॳा৹The importance of storytelling was 
also noted by craftspeople who sell their products at markets, noting that 
ȗǞǋΘ৹ǷǋǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹Ʋ৹ǁƲȊȗǡΑƲȗǡǷǘ৹ȐȗǽȍΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǁǽǷǷǋǁȗǡǽǷ৹ȗǽ৹ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ϯǷǇ-
ings attached to their products to be perceived as authentic and thereby more 
valued by visitors. The presence of educated and experienced re-enactors and 
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guides in tandem with more participatory activities can therefore help foster 
“a human connection to the past that provides a gateway for feelings of col-
ǱǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ǡǇǋǷȗǡȗΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǀǋǱǽǷǘǡǷǘ৹ॲ�ȚȍǱǡǷǘƲǶǋ৹ࡱࡳࡱࡳश৹ࡳࡹॳ৹ƲǷǇ৹ঐȊȍǽΑǡǇǋ৹ǞǡȐȗǽȍǡǁƲǱ৹
insights non-derivable from traditional, academic historical or archaeological 
ȐȗȚǇǡǋȐ৹ॲ�ƲȚǘǀǬǋȍǘ৹ࡸࡲࡱࡳश৹ࡷࡷࡲॳा৹

sǞǡǱǋ৹ǞǡǘǞǱǡǘǞȗǡǷǘ৹ǋǶǽȗǡǽǷƲǱ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲϦǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋȐ৹ǡȐ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǽǗȗǋǷ৹ȊƲȍȗ৹ǽǗ৹
the archaeological process, more attention must be paid to the wide range of 
emotions that emerge from public support and participation in excavations 
and through compelling storytelling within and beyond the archaeological 
ǱƲǷǇȐǁƲȊǋा৹bǞǡȐ৹ΒƲȐ৹ǋΗǋǶȊǱǡϯǋǇ৹Ʋȗ৹[ƲǷǇǀΘ৹ǀǽȍǘष৹Ǘǽȍ৹ǋΗƲǶȊǱǋष৹ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹Ǉǋ-
velopment of a demo VR experience aimed at initiating a dialogue with the 
public and eliciting emotional connections with the past (Gunnarsson et al. 
2018). Given that top-down approaches to storytelling continue to occlude 
and hinder these dimensions (fuelled by the enduring divide between archae-
ological and heritage work), the challenge at hand is to encourage more col-
ǱƲǀǽȍƲȗǡΑǋ৹Βǽȍǯ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡǇǋǷȗǡϯǋȐ৹ƲǱȗǋȍǷƲȗǡΑǋ৹ǶǋȗǞǽǇȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐǽȚȍǁǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȐȗǽȍΘȗǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹
during excavations and beyond.

The Future of  Collaborative Storytelling 

Archaeology continues to be meaningful and relevant in contemporary 
ȐǽǁǡǋȗΘष৹ǋΑǽǯǡǷǘ৹ǇǡϦǋȍǋǷȗ৹ΒƲΘȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǡǷǯǡǷǘ৹ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǷƲȗȚȍǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ǞȚǶƲǷष৹
the quest for belonging and exploring other lifeworlds—not only considering 
what life was like, but also envisioning what it can be (Holtorf 2010). In Swe-
den, however, despite an awareness of the societal value of archaeology and 
cultural heritage and an increased public desire to take part in heritage-making 
practices, enduring barriers have hindered progress (Kajda et al. 2018). In par-
ticular, traditional structures, institutional barriers, a lack of knowledge-shar-
ing and interdisciplinary approaches and prevailing assumptions about what 
ǡȐ৹ ǋΗȊǋǁȗǋǇ৹ǽǗ৹ ƲȍǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹Βǽȍǯ৹ǶƲǯǋ৹ ǡȗ৹ ǇǡϩǁȚǱȗ৹ ȗǽ৹ ǋΗȊǱǽȍǋ৹
ΒǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹ȊǽȐȐǡǀǱǋा৺

�ƲȐǋǇ৹ ǽǷ৹ ǽȚȍ৹ ǽΒǷ৹ ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋȐ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ȍǋϲǋǁȗǡǽǷȐ৹ ǗȍǽǶ৹ΒǽȍǯǡǷǘ৹ ǡǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ Ʋȍ-
ǁǞƲǋǽǱǽǘΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǞǋȍǡȗƲǘǋ৹ϯǋǱǇȐ৹ǡǷ৹[ΒǋǇǋǷष৹Βǋ৹ǋΗȊǱǽȍǋǇ৹ȐȗǽȍΘȗǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹ƲȐ৹Ʋ৹ǶǋȗǞ-
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the intrinsic bond between archaeology and heritage, and we hope that more 
archaeologists will come out of the trenches and embrace their role as valuable 
storytellers of the past within the present.
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Fig.1. Aerial view photo of the Iron Age ringfort of Sandby borg on the island of Öland, Sweden 
(reproduced with permission of Sebastian Jakobsson). 

Fig.2. Photo of the archaeological landscape of Birka on the island of Björkö, Sweden (photograph 
by Katherine Burlingame).  


